Student Dining Committee
9/27/12

There seems to be a continuing issue with one or more workers at the deli making sandwiches with
gloves that have been in contact with dirty items. There’s not enough information to try and isolate
when exactly this is happening, so the managers will have to continue with re-training, and being more
vigilant in watching the area.
There was a request for some of the cut up melon fruit salad at dinner, Tim will see if that’s something
that can be done.
Problems with broken glasses were reported, i.e., there are leaks on the bottom of the cups. Students
were asked to pass the word that if anyone comes across any cups that are like that to either throw
them out or let someone know so that they are taken out of circulation.
1 request from someone for “real” eggs. That’s not likely to happen, too time consuming to be breaking
shell eggs, and the liquid eggs that are being used only have a very minimal amount of non-egg product
in them, one of those being some whey, which is added for the same reasons that milk would be added
when using shell eggs.
There was a request for chicken at the pasta bar more frequently, Tim will look into this.
Also, students want the mashed potato bowls more frequently. Tim will look at increasing this in the
rotation.
Other requests included sugar free Red Bull at Fast Track(Tim will check on availability and demand);
strawberry cream cheese, the return of fish tacos(this will be done), freshly brewed sweet tea at Fast
Track(not sure there’s space for this), more baloney at the deli(not likely to happen, it’s just not popular
enough).
There was a complaint about the late night pizza being undercooked, didn’t know if this was a one-time
problem or not but Tim will check on it.
Also a complaint about the avocado in a sushi that was brown and mushy, this will be passed along to
Jasmine; too many items with mushrooms on the same menu one day; and a take-out fruit bowl that
didn’t seem to have enough fruit in it, although Tim said they were put together by weight.

There will not be a meeting on Oct. 4th due to Fall Break.

